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4 Stars notes 2019/08/28 - Wed - Stars in Galaxy;

EOS conventions; MESA

4.1 Our stellar environment

Stars in the galactic disk What are the properties of the galactic population? The
number density of stars is n∗ ≈ 0.05 pc−3, where pc= 3× 1018 cm. Breaking this down by
mass (roughly)

Mass(M�) ρ(M�/1000pc3)
> 6 0.9
2-6 4.0

0.08 < M < 2 40
White dwarfs 20
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more complete data on local densities in our galaxy (from Allen’s astrophysical quantities):
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Our view of the galaxy
the stars in the bulge are quite different from the stars in the disk.
Properties of the disk componont (Pop I)

• In the disk, all in nearly circular orbits

• Many Young stars (i.e. recently formed)

• are metal rich (in some sense like the sun) to get a sense of what metal rich means:
ratios: O/H ∼ 10−3, C/H ' 4 × 10−4 and Fe/H ' 4 × 10−6. All these metals
together add up to about 1% by mass.

Properties of the spheroidal (bulge+halo) component (Population II)

• kinematics: small circular orbital motion, i.e. mostly radial orbits.

• Metal Poor ( 10−2 of sun)

• old population ( no evidence for star formation). Remnant of something that hap-
pened long ago.

• Globular clusters (' 106M�) these orbit the galaxy also in a spherical (but bigger)
area.

More in Binney an Merrifield on these topics.

4.2 Hydrostatic Balance prep: EOS conventions

Lets investigate atmospheres where g = GM
R2 is constant. Hydrostatic balance is known to

be good because, for instance, the sun doesn’t change shape on the hydrostatic timescale
of about an hour. Taking gravity to be down and then hydrostatic balance is

dP

dz
= −ρg

where ρ is the matter density (in gram/cubic cm). In stars the matter is generally fully
ionized. The pressure has two compnents, from the ions and from the electrons, when both
are ideal gasses:

P = Pion + Pe =
∑
i

nikT + nekT

and then

ni =
Xiρ

Amp

where Xi is defined to be the mass fraction of a species of nucleus. Then the ion pressure
is

Pion =
kTρ

mp

∑ Xi

Ai
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so define µi such that

Pion =
ρkT

mp

1

µi

The electron pressure is

Pe = nekT =
∑

ZinikT =
∑ ZiXi

Aimp

ρkT

putting in for ni

Pe =
ρkT

mp

∑ ZiXi

Ai

=
kTρ

mp

1

µe

So that with these terms defined the total pressure is

P = Pi + Pe =
ρkT

mp

(
1

µi

+
1

µe

)
=
ρkT

mp

1

µ

which defines the mean molecular weight µ.
What is µ for interesting stuff?

metals don’t matter.
For the cosmic mix, XH = 0.7 and XHe = 0.3 we get µ = 0.64. this is for the sun and
other main sequence stars.
Since fusion of H→He changes µ (increases) during stellar evalution, the T required to
exert the same pressure will change.

4.3 Getting started installing MESA

See links on website
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